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December 31, 2022 

Maharashtra government: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 The Maharashtra government has appointed Tata Sons Chairman N Chandrasekaran 

as the head of the new Economic Advisory Council of Maharashtra. This was announced 

by deputy chief minister Devendra Fadnavis on 29 December 2022.  

 It was set up to make Maharashtra a trillion-dollar economy. The Advisory Council will 

function as a private research organization with a focus on various issues. 

 

'E - Sushrut': 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 The Uttar Pradesh Deputy Chief Minister Brijesh Pathak and Minister of State for 

Medical Education Mayankeshwar Sharan Singh inaugurated the 'E - Sushrut' Hospital 

Management Information System (HMIS) in 22 state medical colleges in December 

2022. 

 It was launched by the state medical education department in collaboration with the Centre 

for Development of Advanced Computing (CDAC). 
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Ajit Kumar Saxena: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5) 

 Ajit Kumar Saxena has assumed the charge of Chairman-Cum-Managing Director of 

the public sector enterprise MOIL Limited on 30 December 2022. He previously held the 

position Director (Operations) at RINL-Visakhapatnam Steel Plant.  

 He has 36 years of experience in the Steel Sector. He is a recipient of "Young Metallurgy of 

the year Award" for the year 2000 from Ministry of Steel. 

 

Mega Dairy: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  
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 Union Home and Cooperation Minister Amit Shah inaugurated Mega Dairy at Mandya 

in Karnataka on 30th December 2022. It will process 10 lakh litres of milk per day and 

will have the capacity to be scaled up to 14 lakh litres per day. 

 The National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) and the Ministry of Cooperation will 

establish a primary dairy in every panchayat of the country in the next three years. 

 

British Indian Army Memorial: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 New British Indian Army Memorial to be built in Scotland. A British Indian Army 

Memorial will be built in Glasgow after the local council approved the project.  

 It will commemorate the sacrifice of millions of Indian soldiers who fought alongside the 

British during the two World Wars. 

 The memorial initiative is being led by the Colourful Heritage multimedia project, which 

celebrates the history of Scotland's South Asian community. 
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Vande Bharat Express: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 30th December 2022 virtually flagged off Vande Bharat 

Express from Howrah Railway Station connecting Howrah to New Jalpaiguri. He also 

launched a stretch of Kolkata Metro Purple Line at the function. 

 This is the first Vande Bharata Express to operate in West Bengal. Also, it is the seventh 

Vande Bharat train in the country operated by the Indian Railways. 

 

Shriram Finance Ltd & Asian Development Bank: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  
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 India's largest Non-Banking Finance Company (NBFC) Shriram Finance Ltd secured a 

$100 million loan from Asian Development Bank on 30 December 2022.  

 The loan amount will be used by Shriram Finance to provide loans to customers to buy new 

or used BS VI-compliant vehicles and electric vehicles besides providing financial support to 

women entrepreneurs and under-developed states. 

 

Kamala Vardhana Rao: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)  

 Kamala Vardhana Rao was appointed the chief executive officer (CEO) of the Food 

Safety & Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) on 29 December 2022. Kamala 

Vardhana Rao is a 1990 batch IAS officer from Kerala cadre. 

 He was previously the managing director of the Indian Tourism Development Corporation. 

Rao was also the secretary of Kerala Tourism. FSSAI Headquarters: New Delhi. 
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Nijaat: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 Chhattisgarh police's 'Nijaat' campaign gets IACP 2022 Award. The award was given 

by International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), a US-based international 

organisation.  

 'Nijaat', a anti-drug & illicit liquor campaign of Chhattisgarh police has been selected for 

'Leadership in Crime Prevention' in the institutional category. The campaign was launched 

under the leadership of the IPS Santosh Kumar Singh. 
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Prajjwala Challenge: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 Ministry of Rural Development launches Prajjwala Challenge. It was launched under 

Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National Rural Livelihoods Mission (DAY-NRLM). The 

challenge aim to invite ideas, solutions and actions that can transform rural economy. 

 Focus areas under challenge are Inclusive Growth, Value Chain Interventions, and Enhanced 

Women Entrepreneurship. The top 5 ideas will be rewarded with Rs. 2 Lakh each. 

 

First waste-to-hydrogen project: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 India to setup its first waste-to-hydrogen project in Pune. Pune Municipal Corporation 

(PMC) along with The Green Billions will use waste and convert it into useable green 

hydrogen.  

 Waste will comprise of biodegradable, non-biodegradable and domestic hazardous waste. 

 It would be segregated in one place using optical sensor technology. Refuse-Derived Fuel 

(RDF) from waste would be utilised to generate hydrogen using plasma gasification 

technology. 
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Tribal Affairs Ministry & Amazon: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 Tribal Affairs Ministry, Amazon collaborate for future engineer program. The program 

will empower teachers and students in the field of digital education. This will also 

engage digital communication with people living in far-flung areas.  

 The program is being launched in 6 states-Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Odisha, 

Rajasthan, and Telangana schools which have access to digital infrastructure including a 

computer lab and active internet connection. 
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SwasthGarbh app: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 SwasthGarbh app developed by IIT Roorkee and AIIMS for pregnant women. The 

mobile app provides antenatal care and real-time medical support to pregnant women. 

The app is accessible free of cost. 

 It assists pregnant women by ensuring timely antenatal care visits, recording every clinical 

test and improving medication adherence. It can be a vital tool for women in rural areas and 

those who do not have easy access to doctors. 
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Sundararaman Ramamurthy: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)  

 BSE appoints Sundararaman Ramamurthy as MD, CEO. Ramamurthy will join as the 

Managing Director and chief executive officer (CEO) of the exchange from January 4, 

2023. He has been appointed for a tenure of five years.  

 The position has been vacant since July 2022 when then MD and CEO Ashishkumar Chauhan 

resigned. Until recently he was the MD & Chief Operating Officer in Indian arm of Bank of 

America. 
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'Jashn-e-Chillai-Kalan': 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 CRPF celebrated 'Jashn-e-Chillai-Kalan' with students in Srinagar. Chillai-Kalan 

(persian for major cold) is the harshest winter period in Kashmir for a period of 40-day 

starting from 21st December to 29th January every year.  

 The cold waves will then carry forward with a 20 day stretch of "Chillai 'Khurd' (small cold) 

followed by 10 days long "Chillai-Bacha' (baby cold). People celebrate this period with 

games and cultural activities in Kashmir valley. 
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Draft Solar Policy 2022: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 Delhi government approved its draft Solar Policy 2022. The 2022 policy revises the 

installed capacity proposed by the 2016 policy from 2,000 MW to 6,000 MW by 2025.  

 It aims to increase the share of solar energy in Delhi's electricity demand from the current 9 % 

to 25 % in 3 years-the highest in India.  

 It also aims to create a unified single - window state portal to provide information about the 

benefits of solar PV systems. 

 

Nilgiri Tahr: 
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(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5) 

 India's first project to conserve Nilgiri Tahr takes shape. Tamil Nadu government will 

take up the project. The project will aim at conservation of Nilgiri Tahr, the expansion of its 

habitat and the spread of awareness among the public. 

 A Shola grassland restoration pilot in Upper Bhavani is also proposed under the project. 

Nilgiri Tahr is the State animal of Tamil Nadu. 

 

India & Cyprus: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 India, Cyprus sign agreement on defence and military cooperation. External Affairs 

Minister S Jaishankar signed a defence agreement with the Cyprus government on 29 

December 2022. 

 It was singed to increase defence and military cooperation between the two countries. A 

Letter of Intent was also signed on immigration and mobility to check illegal migrations. 
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Koneru Humpy: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-4/5)  

 Koneru Humpy has become the first Indian in history to win two medals at the World 

Blitz Chess Championships. She scored 12.5/17 to take home the Silver medal. She 

missed the gold medal by just half a point. 

 She is best known for winning the FIDE Women's rapid chess championship in 2019. In 

2002, she became the youngest woman ever to achieve the title of Grandmaster at the age of 

15 years. 

 

Cristiano Ronaldo: 

(UPSC Prelims cum Mains Importance level-3/5)  

 Cristiano Ronaldo joins Saudi Club Al Nassr. Cristiano Ronaldo has signed a two-and-

a-half-year contract with Saudi Arabian club Al Nassr.  
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 Recently, he left Manchester United Club. Prior to Manchester United, he was with Real 

Madrid Club. In FIFA 2022 played in Qatar, he scored 1 goal and in total he has scored 15 

goals in world cups. His home country is Portugal. 

 

Important Editorial Analysis: 

At the precipice of shame: 

 December 2021 and December 2022 could not have been more contrasting for India’s 

pharmaceutical industry. Last year, it was hailed for developing vaccines that inoculated 

billions against the coronavirus and underlined its moniker as the ‘pharmacy of the world’.  

 This year, two Indian drug-manufacturing firms stand accused by two countries of producing 

toxic cough syrup linked to the deaths of children — at least 66 in The Gambia and 18 in 

Uzbekistan.  

 While The Gambia case was highlighted by the World Health Organization (WHO), the 

second case has been flagged by the Uzbek Health Ministry. In both cases, it is not 

conclusively established that consuming the syrup directly led to the deaths.  

 What is of concern is that in both countries, batches were spiked with ethylene glycol or 

diethylene glycol, i.e., industrial chemicals that have no business being inside bottles of cough 

syrup.  
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 The Indian government adopted a truculent stance after the scandal in The Gambia. While the 

export licence of the Haryana-based Maiden Pharmaceuticals Ltd., which supplied the syrup 

to The Gambia, was revoked, Indian authorities, rather than investigating how the cough 

syrup was spiked, chose to question WHO’s assessment that it was the cough syrup that 

caused the acute kidney injury linked to the deaths.  

 The Drugs Controller General of India (DCGI) brazened it out with WHO in a letter 

suggesting that its own tests of ‘control samples’ of the Maiden Pharma-product showed them 

to be free of contaminants.  

 It did not address how The Gambian panel’s own tests found the contaminants, or how 

‘control samples’ have nothing to do with the actual spiked samples. The DCGI, and 

subsequently the Health Ministry, chose to thereafter take the line that The Gambian scandal 

was part of a conspiracy to “malign” India’s reputation as a supplier of pharmaceutical goods. 
In the case of the Noida-based Marion Biotech, which made the Dok-1 Max cough syrup 

associated with the deaths in Uzbekistan, the Government has again revoked the export 

licence and, reportedly, ordered a freeze on its production facilities.  

 Because it is early days and there is no WHO-verdict on the causes of contamination here, the 

Indian government has sought to adopt a wait-and-watch position.  

 It is high time that India takes a serious look at the core issue of why batches of exported 

cough syrup have been found to be laced with banned chemicals rather than play victim. 

While mistakes happen, not taking corrective measures is what threatens India’s image and 

undermines trust in Indian industry. 

Bad to worse: 

 The return of Benjamin Netanyahu as Israel’s Prime Minister for a sixth time marks a 

decisive shift in its domestic politics and its relationship with the Palestinians.  

 If in the past his right-wing Likud party had formed diverse governing coalitions with centrist 

and relatively moderate parties, in the current six-party right-wing coalition, five are ultra-

orthodox and far-right Jewish nationalist parties that make even Likud look moderate.  

 The coalition agreement, a document that determines governing agendas, suggests that Mr. 

Netanyahu’s government would pursue radical right-wing policies, seeking to expand illegal 

Jewish settlements in the occupied West Bank and East Jerusalem, remake the judicial system 

by handing more powers to Parliament over courts, and amend the Basic Law, removing 

hurdles for those with extremist views from contesting elections.  

 Itamar Ben-Gvir, a far-right politician convicted for Jewish terror links and inciting racism in 

2007, is the Security Minister, with powers over Israel’s police force. Bezalel Smotrich, 

leader of the ultranationalist Religious Zionism Party, and now the new Finance Minister, 

wants to fund more Jewish settlements. Some of Mr. Netanyahu’s coalition members are also 

known for their anti-LGBT positions.  
 For Mr. Netanyahu and Likud, the formation of Israel’s most right-wing coalition is a natural 

progression of the politics they have followed. In the past, Mr. Netanyahu embraced ultra-

orthodox and right-wing parties, pursued conservative agendas, walked back from peace and 

cracked down on the Palestinians, and deepened the occupation.  

 It helped him become Israel’s longest serving PM. But the Netanyahu era also reshaped 

Israel’s politics, pushing it to the extreme right. The Prime Minister has dismissed criticism 

that his coalition would endanger Israel’s democracy.  

 At the same time, he has projected himself as a tough Prime Minister who would implement 

the coalition’s agenda. “The Jewish people have an exclusive and indisputable right to the 
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entire land of Israel,” he said on Wednesday, referring to historical Palestine and suggesting 

that settlements would continue unabated.  

 If the Knesset passes judicial reforms, the government, with the support of 64 MPs in the 120-

member Parliament, can override even Supreme Court rulings. Besides, parties such as the 

Shas, the United Torah Judaism and Religious Zionism will influence the government’s 

decisions that could alter the state-religion balance in a country where over 20% of the 

population are minorities.  

 As Mr. Netanyahu’s coalition seems determined to remake Israel’s politics internally and 

deepen the occupation and subjugation of the Palestinians externally, it could also quicken the 

country’s fall into an elected Jewish theocracy. 
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